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OPINION 

1. Summary 

This decision disJnisses three complaints against Pacific Bell Wed by local 

exchange competitors, finding afler hearing that while Pacific Bell is not providing 

resale local exchange service equivalent to its own service to retail customers, no 

violation of state or federal law, order, or rule has been shown. This order also directs 

establishment of a separate investigation to monitor and encourage the development of 

access to operations support systems. 

~. IntroductiOn 

Mel TelecommunkaHons Corporation (MCI) on December 11, 1996, filed a 

complaint against Pacific Bell and Pacific Bell Contmunications, pursuant to Public 

Utilities (PU) Code § 1702 aUeging that a "pattern of illegal conduct" by Pacific &11 had 

thwarted Melts efforts to enter the local exchange market. 

AT&T Communications of California, Inc. (AT&T) on December 23, 1996, Wed its 

complaint against Pacific BeJl, alleging that Pacific Bell had instituted internal processes 

that prevented AT&T (rom competing e([cclively in the local exchange market. 

Sprint Telecommunications Venture and Sprint Communications Conlpany L.P. 

(collectively, Sprint) filed a complaint against Pacific Bell on February 20, 1997, alleging 

that Pacific Bdl had failed to process Sprint's customer orders promptly and accurately 

when customers sought to change their local exchange service from Pacific Ben to 

Sprint. 

In its answers to these complaints, Pacific Ben denied any violation of law, nale 

or Commission order, but it admitted that its interim processes for handling orders 

"arc not foolproof and ... deJays have occurred."t It alleged that much of the delay was 

I Pacific Bell's Answer to Mel's ConlpJaint, at 4. 
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caused by MCI and others when they continued to send paper orders instead of using 

electronic data transfer. 

Pacific Bell moved to dismiss each of the complaints on grounds that the 

exdush'e remedy for the disputes raised in the conlpJaints is arbitration, pursuant to the 

terms of interconnection agreements between Pacific Bell and each of the complainants. 

Alternatively, Pacific Bell moved to dismiss claims that challenge schedules contained 

in the interconnection agreements. 

3. Procedural History 

A prehearing conference was conducted on February 21,1997, and the fOllowing 

matters Were resolved: 

.. Assigned Commissionet Jessie J. Knight, Jr., directed parties to convene a 

workshop on March 4,1997, to seek to resolve tethnical issues raised by the complaints . 

.. The motion of Pacific Bell Comn\UnicatioIiS, the intended long distallCC affiliate 

of Pacific Bell, to be dismissed tron\ the compJaint filed by ~lcl was granted on grounds 

that the complaint did not allege wrongful acts by the affiliate. MCI did not oppose the 

motion. 

.. Unopposed petitions to intervene were granted on behaU of Brooks Fiber 

Communications, Inc.; Genesis Con\n\unicatior\s International, Inc.; \Vorking Assets 

Funding Service, Inc., and the California Association of Con\petitive 

Telecommunications C(unpanies. nle Commission's Consumer Scrvices Division was 

made a party to the proceeding on the basis of its notice of participation, but the 

Division later announced that it would not participate in the hearing. On May 12, 1997, 

LeI International Telecom Corporation was granted interVenor status . 

.. The MCI and AT&T complaints were ~onsotidated, pursuant to Rule 55 of the 

Rules of Practice and Procedure, because the cases involved related questions of law 

and fact. By Administrative L'\w Judge's Ruling dated March 31, 1997, Sprint's 

unopposed motion that its complaint be consolidated \I"ith those of Mel and AT&T was 

granted. 
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f A discovery cutof( date and datcs for the exchangc of written testimony were 

establis'.j, and eVidentiary hearings were schedulCti to begin the week of May 12, 

1997, in San Francisco. 

Evidentiary hearings were conducted over (our days (May 12-15, 1997). The 

Commission heard testimony from four witnesses for l-.lC', two (rom AT&T, one (com 

Sprint, and two from Pacific Bell. Twenty-seven exhibits were received into evidence. 

Concurrent briefs wcte rcccived on May 30, 1997, with reply briefs rc<eivcd on June 9, 

1997. 

4. Issues Resolved Or Withdrawn 

On March 7, 1997, MCI and AT&T rcported that, as a result of the workshop 

with Pacific Ben and other carriers, two issues had been resolved: 

• Mel alleged that Pacific Bell had reCused, without written cllstomer 

authorization, to disdo:< 10 other carriers certain information about business cllstomers 

that MCI states that it needs in order to submit an order to change thosc customers' 

local cxchange service to Mel. Pacific Bell relied for this practice 01\ PU Code § 2891 

(Custocllcr Right to Privacy). l>.fCI reported that Pacific Bell has changed its policy with 

respect to business customers. Accordingly, this count of Mel's complaint is no longer 

at issue and is dismissed. 

• AT&T and Mel reported that "all parties agreed that the issuc of a permanent 

industry solution and schl>dule (or implementation of electronic interfaces prOViding 

direct real time acc(>Ss to Pacific Bell's operations and support systems is not an issue in 

this proceeding." The parties acknowledged that this matter is the subject o( ongoing 

consideration in the Open Access and Network Architecture Devclopment (OANAD) 

proceeding, Rulcmaking (R.) 95-().j·().j3/'n\,esfigalion (I.) 95-Q4-044. 
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At the direction of the administrative law judge, MCI reviewed its complaint 

and, on May 15, 1997, withdrew a number of claims based on the passage of time and 

changed facts and circumstances.! Claims withdrawn are: 

,. A claim that Pacific Bell had not begun negotiations with MCI regarding 

automated on-line service ordering. (Complaint, '\ 36.) 

,. A claim that Pacific Bell had provided AT&T , .... ith an electronic data interface 

but had not provided such an interface for MCI. (Complaint,,. 40.) 

,. A claim that Pacific Bell had provided inferior operating support systems to 

MCI. (Complaint, '\ 41; Complaint, ,54.) 

,. A daim that Pacific Be]) had failed to prOVide access to irs customer database to 

MCI while prOViding such access to an l\{CI competitor. (Complaint" 55.) 

:f A claim that Pacific Bell had refused to negotiate the terms of an on· line service 

ordering system. (Complaint, .. 56.) 

5. Complainants· Evidence 

Mel presented four witnesses and numerous exhibits, shOWing, among other 

things, that from the time MCI first began to submit local service resale ordNs to Pacific 

Ben in September 1996, Pacific Bell's backlog in processing these orders was between 

4,000 and 5,000 orders and remained at about 5,000 as of May 2,1997. (The par~ies 

appear to agree that an order is backlogged if it is not comp)eted within thR'C business 

days of submission.) Loren D. Pfau, an Mel senior manager, testified that between 

January and mid·Aprill997, the average time (rom Pacific Bell's receipt o( an MCI 

resale order to MCI's receipt of a notice o( completion of the order has run between 14 

and 19 days. By contrilst, MCI witnesses said that Pacific Bell customers seeking to add 

a line or change a number are able 10 do so within a day. 

2 Letter dalro May 15, 1997, addressed to Adnunlslrative Law Judge Walker, and signed b)' 
counsel for Mel. The letter is contained in the formal file of Case 96-12-026. 
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Judith R. Levine, executive director of brand marketing for the Mel division 

serving consumer and small business accounts, testified that Mel's local service 

marketing in California has been frustrated by delays that customers encountered when 

Mel placed their orders with Pacific Bell. Levine blamed poor management by Pacific 

BelJ in planning and implementing irs processes for lotal exchange competition, and she 

said this created a bottleneck that restricts the number of orders that competitors can 

place. As a result, Mel ceased direct marketing of its local service resale products early 

this year because it IIdid not want to continue to frustrate and anger consumers by 

selling an unsatisfactory product." (Exhibit 2, at 3.) 

Levine testified that Pacific Bell had reduced the staff of its local intetronnection 

service center (L1SC or Servi<:e Center) to approximately 100 persons late in 1996, and 

had failed to automate its processing, relying instead on roanual entry of orders. Other 

Mel witnesses testified that, apart (rom the backlog problem, the mistakes inherent in 

manual processing cl orders had led to loss of dial tone, loss of 411 dire<:tory listings 

and loss of other s:: e features for MCI customers. 

On cross-e>. :alioh, Mel witnesses acknowledged that Mel had sent only 

manual orders to 1 ; 'adfi<:' Bell Service Center until February 1997, when it began 

electronic transmission; that a significant number of Mel resale orders are compJex 

business orders, which ('annot now be automated; and that MCI initially had 

encountered its own startup problems, including erroneous and duplicated orders. 

Asked if there was a reason to believe that Pacific Bell was causing delays and errors to 

occur in order to create problems for MCI and other COlllpctitors, an MCI witness 

replied: "No, I do not ha\'e any evidence that they were doing this intentionally." 

(Tr.lnscript, at 110.) 

Mary Aml Collier, director of AT&T's local infrastructure and access 

management organization, testified that the backlog of AT&T orders at the Pacific Bell 

Sentice Center had risen to a high of 4,508 on February 21, 1997. Like Me" she said, 

AT&T cut back its marketing of resale local exchange service because of the inability of 

Pacific Bell to process orders in a timely fashion. Even though AT&T had an automatic 

feed to Pacific Ben, known as the neh .... ork data mover (NDM), Pacific Bell was receiving 
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the orders and then manually retyping them into its system. Collier testified that the 

Scrvice Center had a capacity of about 400 orders a day at the beginning of 1997. She 

said that she received a letter (rom Pacific Bell on January 1S, 1997, estimating that 

capacity would increase to 2#000 by the end of January 1997, while at the same lime 

Pacific Bell had written to the Pederal Communications Comfnission (FCC) estimating a 

capacity of 4,000 orders a day by th"e end of January 1997. In fact .. she said .. Pacific Bell 

had not reached a 2,OOO-order capacity at the lime of hearing (May 12, 1997) and 

estimated that it would not do so until the end of June 1997. Asked if she had reached 

conclusions as to why Pacific Bell had encountered problems and delays, Collier stated: 

"One possible explanation is that Pacific is intentionally attempting to limit its 
loss of local market share, at leasluntil it or its affiliate has entered the long 
distance nlarket. \Vhile I don't entirely discount this possibility, I am unwilling 
to make such a claim at this time. 

"However, I do believe that for whate\ter reason, Pacific's management 
completely underestimated the complexity of providing resold local service to 
(competitive 10c.1l carriers) .. Pacific readed very slowly and with limited 
resources. Indeed, Pacific h~s yet to demonstrate that it wm devote the ne<:essary 
(esoucces (i.e., trained pNsonne), effective processes, and workable systems) to 
fix the problems and meet the demand .... " (Exhibit 10, at 20.) 

On cross-examination, Collier stated that evell if Pacific Bell is able to process 

4,000 orders per day, that would be insu(ficient to meet AT&T's needs, much JeSs the 

needs of an competitive local carriers. She admilted, hO\\fe\'cr, that AT&T had its own 

system problems that delayed its tr,\nsmission of data to Pacific Bell until December 

1996. That, in tum, caused AT&T to reduce the forecasts of expected resale volume that 

it was sending to Pacific Bell. 

Stephen Buds, business planning director (or local service in AT&T's Pacific 

Region, testified that consumer and business CUSIOJllerS ordering local service through 

AT&T ate facing delays three to fouc times longec than those of Pacific's retail 

customers. lie s<'\id that Pacific Hell frequently chang(;'S a requested service installation 

due date without notifying AT&T, and AT&T thus is unable to notify the customer. He 

said that because of the high level of backlogged orders, AT&T suspended outbound 

telemarketing programs on l\.1arch 26, 1997. Throughout January and February 1997, he 
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said, /I AT&T had been significantly reducing its marketing efforts below planned levels 

bC<'ause of the continually growing order backlog." (Exhibit 14, at 5.) In rcspon.."C to 

questions by the administrative law judge, Huels stated: 

I/(Pacific Bell is) forecasting very limited numbers or volun\es that they'll be able 
to hartdh· over the cour~ of the year. I think thette saying ... to this 
Comn\is:,:·1\ and to the firms trying to utilize their processes to efiter this market 
that we are going to design processes and •.. systems that deJiver this amount of 
capacity. And if you don't like it, tough." (Transcript, at 156.) 

Sprint's witness, Paul A. \Ves<:ott, director of local market development, testified 

that Sprint entered the local exchange market on December 2,1996, and immediately 

encountered problems with backlogged orders and errors in manual data entry. The 

delays, he said, result from a lack of appropriate business procedures, automation and 

adequate staffing of the Pacific Bell Service Center. Because of this, he testified that 

Sprint is prC<'luded (ron\ entering the local exchange n\arket through the resale o( 

Pacific Bell services "for the foreseeable (uture." (Exhibit 15, at 30.) 

6. ·Paciflc Bell's Evidence 

Pacific BeB presented its defense through the testimony o( two witnesses, 

Jerald R. Sinn, a customer service vice presidel\( who headed the Service Center 

through 1996, and John T. Stankey, vice president (or resale operations, who took over 

dirC<'tion.o( the Service Center on January 16, 1997. 

Sinn testified that Pacific Bell began plans to establish its Local Interconnection 

Service Center in 1995. In Mart:h 1996, the company forecast the numl'er of orders it 

expected to receive lrom local exchange competitors and began staffing accordingly, In 

the summer of 1996, the Service Center had more than 100 service order writers 

available, but lew orders were received. Ikcause o( the lack of work, some staff 

members were temporarily assigned to other work. Then, in September 1996, Sinn 

testified, the Service c· . fer u was hit all of the sudden" with more than a thousand 

paper orders (rom Mel. lie stated: 

"\Ve found out quickly, by around mid-October, that our productivity estimates 
(or our LISC staff were overestimaled .... (\V)e sim, < ',. underestimated the amount 
of time that it ",.ould take an order writer to proc('.,;;. a migration order through 
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the system. You can do all the testing you \\'ant, but the theoretical world does 
not always translate one-for-one into the real \,,'orId.'" (Exhibit 16, at 3.) 

Sinn said that systems that would automate some of the orders did 110t roll out 

on time. Additionally, he said, Mel's resale orders contained "a Significant number" of 

errors and dupJications that tied up Service Center staff. He testified that the pro~)ems 

experienced with MCI's orders not'only undercut productivity in processing those 

orders but also took a\vay resources that could have been dedicated to the orders of 

other carriers. Sinn testified that local exchange orders a're a new line of business [or 

Pacific Bell and a shakedown period was inevitable, and he said that it took AT&T eight 

months to solve its own internal processes before AT&T could begin local exchange 

markeling in earnest. 

On cross-examination, Sinn acktto\\'lcdged that Pacific Bell converted AT&T's 

electronic orders to paper so that they could be processed like the paper orders and 

facsimile-tr.lnsmitted orders it Was receiving from MCI, Sprint, and others. He said that 

this was done so that Pacific Bell would have a COnlOlOn process (or handling orders 

(rom numerous carriers on a first-in, first-out basis. He testified that the number of 

employees itl the Service Center had dropped to about 100 in the October 1996 and had 

been increased to 200 by January 1997. He said that Service Center employees were 

handling six to eight orders per day, about half of what Pacific Bell had anticipated. He 

testified that he could not explain how he came to forecast that the Service Center 

would be able to handle 2,000 orders per day by the end of January 1997 while another 

Pacific Bell executive was telling the FCC that the Service Center would reach 4,000 

orders per day by that time. 

Stankey t('stHied that Pacific Bell is doing everything it can to increase the 

productivity of the Service Center. Permanent employees in the ccnter have grown 

from 300 on March 1, 1997, and to nlore than 500 in May. Stankey said that the Service 

Center intends to have nearly 1,000 employees at work by the end of 1997. The 

company is adding 250,000 additional squarc {eet of space for the Service Center, and 

management staff has doubled. Stankey testified that Pacific Bell has released system 

specifications to further automate handling of orders for basic exchange service, and it 
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/lis considering" giving other carriers direct access to Pacific Bell's SORD ordering 

provisioning system. Stankey admitted that both of these developments have been 

delayed, the automation system by technical problems and the $ORD system by the 

need to review the decision with SBe Communications, Inc., Pacific Bell's new parent 

company. 

Stankey said that loss of diai tone by transferred ~lIstomers was caused when an 

order to delete a customer (rom the Pacific Bell billing system was processed sooner 

than another order re-entering the ~uslomer in a billing system {or competitive local 

carriers. He said that the problem has been resolved (or the most part by better linking 

the two orders and training employees to identify the link. The complaint of lost 

features b}' customers migrating to another telephone carrier was the result of ertors in 

manual entries on the order form, about half of them caused by Pacific Bell order 

writers and half caused by the lo<:al carriers in transmitting the orders. He testified that 

more automated processing should relieve this problem. As to the cOIllpJaint that 

Pacific Bell refuses to give ~ertain customer information to competitors, Stankey 

testified that his company, as a matter of policy, refuses to disclose information on 

cOn\pctitiv~ inside wire ~ontract and voice mail products, and that it refuses to re"eal a 

customer's long distanc~ carrier because of contract restrictions beh""~1\ Pacific Bell and 

long distance carriers. (In its reply brief in this prorecding, Pacific Bell announced that 

it will disclose the name of a customcr"s long distance carrier in future dealings with 

competitive local carriers.)' 

On cross-examination, Stankey admitted that Pacific Bell is not offering parity 

service to competitive Io<:al carriers. lIe defined parity as "a situation where no CLC 

receives services Or capabilities that arc any worse or better than what ... Padfic provides 

to (its) retail clistomers in [its) retail segment, or that one CLC receives versus another 

, "As we stated it· ~c opening brief, ,,'e do not benefit from, nor do , ... ·c oppose, disdosure of 
PIC (Prin\ary Inle; ,hange Carrier) information On customer service r~"Ords (CSR). 
A«ordingly, we agree to disclose such information in the future on CSRs." (Pacific Bell Reply 
Brief, at 9.) 
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CLC." (Transcript~ at 464.) I-Ie testified that it would be August or September 1997 

"before we'll be approaching a parity situation." (Transcript~ at 489.) Asked by the 

administrative law judge if Pacific Bell would not be well served by appearing 10 

increase change order capacity while actually slowing the process, Stankey answered: . 

"That's not how Ifccl about the performance objectives being laid out fot me. I 
don't think {that there has been) any discussion I had with anybody relative to 
the performance objectives ... that would suggest [that]./I (Trar\script~ at 575.) 

Stankey testified that the Service Center should be able to process 2,OOO.2»(}O 

orders per day b}' the end of June; 4,000·4,500 orders per day by the end of September; 
.. 

and 6,000 per day by the end of the year. If con'lpetitors are permitted direct access to 

the SORD ordering provisioning system, he estimated that the number of orders that 

Padfic Bell could pr<xess by the end of year could climb to as many as 12,000 per day, 

since most consum~t change orders would then be (ully automated. 

7. DIscussiOn 

7.1 Mollons to DI$mlss 

\Ve turn first fo Pacific Bell's motions to disnliss the l"fCf,AT&T, and 

Sprint complaints. 

Pacific Bell has entered into interconnection agreements with each of the 

complainants.' Each of the intNconnection agrcen\ents establishes requirements for 

interconne<:tion between the parties' networks and urtbundling of network clements, 

along with detailed rules governing telecommunications services to be prOVided by one 

party to the other. The agreements contain a set of comprehensive terms and conditions 

under which Pacific Bell is required to provide unbundled elen\ents and services for . 

resale (including resale of IOC<ll exchange services). The intettonnCt:lion agreements are 

4 The Mel interconnedion agrcelilent was approved by the Comrnission in D.97-01-009, dated 
January 23,1997. The AT&T interconnC\:tion agrt'E'lilcnt was appro\'ed by the COmmission in 
D.9t).12·034, dated December 9,1996. The Sprint irHerconncdion agr~mcnt was approved by· 
the Commission in D.97-01-O-t6,dated January 23,1997. 
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each sc\'eral hundred pages in lenglh and were filed pursuant to Section 252 of the 

{ederal Telecommunications Act of 1996,47 U.S.C. §§ 151 el ~ 

In its motions to dismiss, Pacific Bell states that the interconnection 

agreements each provide that the exclusive remedy {or any disputes relating to the 

agreement shall be arbitration. (See MCI interconnection agreement, ~16.) According 

to Pacific Ben, each of the complaints alleges that Pacific Bell is not migrating local 

exchange customers to the other telephone carriers in a timely and accurate manner. In 

its motion to dismiss dire<ted at the Sprint complaint, Pacific Ddt states: 

"The standards [or performance in migrating customers successfully to Sprint 
without outages, delays or efcors arc dearly the subject of the Interconnection 
Agreement. ([Sprint) Interconnection Agreement, Attachment 17, Service 
Performance Measures (\nd Liquidated Remedies.) BecauSe Sprint's claims relate 
to the subjed of the Interconnedion Agreenlent, the exdush'e remedy for Sprint 
is arbitration. Accordingly, Sprines complaint should be dismissed." (Pacific 
Bell Motion to Dismiss Sprint Complaint, at ~.) 

In a joint response to the motions to dismiss, Mel and AT&T argue that 

their complaints allege unlaw[ul, discriminatory and anti-competitive conduct by 

Pacific Bell in violation of the law and of Con "1m iss ion orders. MCI and AT&T state that 

the Commission is obligated to (onsidcr such complaints pursuant to Public Utilities 

Code § 1702. They state that the FCC addressed a similar issue in its First 

Interconnection Order (rCC 96-325), which discussed the FCC's complaint jurisdiction 

under Section 208 of the Communications Act and arbitration under Section 252 of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996. The fCC concluded: 

"An aggric\'cd parly could fire a section 208 complaint with the Commission, 
alleging that the incumbent LEC or requesting carrier has failed to comply with 
the requirements 01 sections 251 and 252, including Commission rules 
thereunder, cven if the carrier is in compHance with an agreement approvcd by 
the state commission. Alternatively, a parly could file a SC(tion 208 complaint 
alleging that a common carrier is violating Ihe terms of a negotiated or arbitrated 
agreement .... \Ve note that, in acting on a section 208 complaint, we would not 
be directly re\'iewing the slate commission's dcdsion, but r,lther, our review 
would be strictly limited to determining whether the common carrier's actions or 
omissions WNe in contravention of the Communications Act." (FCC 96-325 .. ,\ 
127-128 «(ootnotes omitted).) 
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Even if the parties Were deemed to have agreed that specific aHegalions 

within the complaints would be subject to the exclusive arbitration remedy, MCI and 

AT&T. state, most of the complaint allegations predate the interconnection agreements. 

MCI states that it identifies wrongful conduct of Pacific BeJl commencing in September 

1996, long before the February 3, 1997, e((ecllve date of its inten:onnection agreement. 

AT&T al1eges wrongful acts in November 1996, which is prior to the December 19,1996, 

effective date of the AT&T interconnedion agrccn'lent. Sprint makes similar arguments, 

adding: 

I'Sprint's cornplaint arises from Pacificis violation of Commission decisions and 
orders, the Public Utilities Code and the Teleconlmunications Act of 1996, and 
invokes the Comnlission's obligation to act in the public interest to ensure that 
local exchange competition is implemented in a (air, non-discriminatory manner. 
Furthermore, the parties cannot, by contract, deprive the Conlnlission of its 
(ontinuingjurisdictio(l and statutory obligation to examine the practices of 
regulated utilities to ensure that they are consistent with the public interest." 
(Opposition o( Sprint to the Motion to Dismiss, at 2.) 

7.1.1 DiSCussiOn 

We will deny the motions to dismiss these complaints. 

In deciding motions to dismiss, the Commission determines 

"whether there are any triable issues as to any material fact." (\Vestcom Long Distance. 

Inc. v. PacifiC Bell, et at (1994)54 CPUC2d 244.) lllUs, the Commission has treated 

motions to dismiss as analogous to motions for SUrllmary judgment, reasoning that such 

motions "promote and protect the administration o( justice and expedite litigation by 

the elimination of needless trials." (\Vestcom Long Distance. supra. citing Exchequer 

Acceptance Cmp. v. Alexander (1969) 276 Cal.App.2d I, 11.) 

As the moving party, Pacific Bell has the burden of showing that 

the Commission cannot Or should not consider these complaints in light of the parties' 

agreen\ents to arbitrate performance disputes under the interconnection agreements. 
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\Ve agree with Pacific Bell that much of l\1CI's complaint would seem to fall within the 

specific standards and remedies contemplated by the interconnection agreement.s 

The gravamen of the complaints, however, is that Pacific Bell 

violated state and feder.lllaw and orders of this Cornmission by willfully or negligently 

(ailing to provide the means for prompt and efficient resale of local exchange service. 

The complaining parties al1ege that Pacific Bell's unlawful actlol1S took place prior to 

the e((ective dates of the interconnection agreements. Pacific Bell has not shown that 

these claims present no issue 0( triable fact, nor has it made a persuasive showing that 

complainants should be estopped from pursuing such claims pursuant to PU Code 

§ 1702. A motion to dismiss before hearing is a drastic remedy, and all doubts Olust be 

resolved against the moving party. (Joslin v. Marin Municipal 'Valer Dist. (1967) 67 

C.2d 132.) Accordingly, complainants are entitled to their day in the COOlmission 

courtroom to seek to prove the wrongdoing that they allege. 

7.2 Merits 01 the Complaints 

\Ve tUrn now to the complaints and to the laws, rules and orders that are 

alleged to have been violated by Pacific Bell. 

7.2.1 Failure to Achieve Parity 

Pacific Bcll admits that it has not achie\'ed parity in providing local 

exchange resale service to competitors. It also admits that for the next several months it 

does not exrect to be able to handle all of the local exchange resale orders that others 

seek to submit either within agreed-upon time limits Or with the speed and accuracy 

with which Pacific Dell handles orders (or its own retail customers. EVen if Pacific Bell 

permits competitors to have direct access to the SORD order provisioning system 

(which could double ihc number of resale orders that the Service Center could process), 

S Melon May 15, 1997, withdrew a number of dain\S it had raised in its complaint based on 
what it termed th~ passage of time and changed facts and circumstances. Sc\'crcll of these 
c1ainlsl induding.. for cxan\ple, the timing (or provision of an elcdronic data interface, appear 
to be governed by the Mel intctconnection agreement. (Mel interconnection agreement, § 5.1.) 

. 14· 
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training the personnel of other carriers to lise the system would take 4 to 14 weeks per 

person. 

The admission that Pacific Bell has not now and is not likely soon to 

achieve parity in providing local exchange resale service to competitors has obvious 

implications in other pr<xccdings before the Commission. When Pacific Bell seeks to 

enter long distance service through its affiliate, Pacific Bell Communications, Pacific Bell 

is required by Sections 251 and 271 of the Tel~ommunicalions Act to show that it has 

proVided intercolmection to its network "at least equal in quality to that provided by 

the Jocal exchange carriers to itself or to any subsidiary, a(filiate, or any other party to 

which the carrier provides interconnection." (47 U.S.c. § 25.1 (c) (2) (C).) The FCC, before 

it can authorize 100lg distance servicc, mllst consult with this Comn\iSsion on Pacific 

BeWs compliance with competitivc checklist requirements, including the requirement 

that interconnection services be at parity with Pacific Bell's OWn services. (47 U.S.C. 

§ 271(d)(2)(B).) Based on Pacific Bell's OWJ1 admissions, the Commission would be 

compelled to report that, as of this date, Pacific Bell has not achieved parity in 

providing resale local excha)\ge service. 

However, the fact that Pacific Bell is not at parity is not dispositive 

of these complaints. The (omplaints are brought under PU Code § 1702 and Rule 9 of 

the Rules of Practice and Procedure. Accordingly, complainants have the burden of 

showing, by a preponderance of evidencc1 that an 

" ... act or thing done or omitted to be done by [Pacific Bell], including any rule or 
charge heretofore established or fixed by or for (pacific Bell], (is) in violation ... of 
any provision of law or of any order or rule of the [C]ommission." (PU Code 
§ 1702(a).) 

While the complaints here are lengthy, complainants at hearing 

focused on five allegations. These arc: 

(1) Pacific Bell has unreasonably delayed the processing of orders changing local 
exchange service to a competing telephone company. 

(2) Once switched, local exchange customers of competitors incur loss of dial 
tone more frequently than Pacific Bell customers. 

- 15-
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(3) Local exchange cllstomers of competitors incur loss of features (e.g., call 
waiting. call fonvarding) more frequently than Pacific Bell customers. 

(4) Local exchange customers incur dropped listings from the 411 information 
directory more frequently than Pacific Bell retail customers. 

(5) Pacific Ben wrongfully refused to give certain customer information to. 
competilots. 

Complainants do not contend that Joss of dial tone, loss of features 

and dropped 411 listings Were deliberate efforts of sabotage by Pacific Bell. Instead, 

they raise these contentions as further examples (along with the backlog of change 

orders) of the lack of parity in service that competitor customers recei\'e as opposed to 

the service that Pacific Bell retail custon\ers rC(eive. Accordingly, we will consider 

these loss-of-service allegations as part of our analysis of the issue of failure to achieve 

paril)t. 

7.2.2 Publlo Utilities Code §§ 453, 709 

Complainants aSS('rt that Pacific Bell's failure by the end of 1996 or 

by edrly 1997 to achieve parity in local exchange resale violates the no-preference 

requirement of PU Code § 453 and the fair competition requirement of PU Code § 7fJ9.' 

As relevant to these complaints, these statutes provide: 

"453. (a) No public utility shall, as to rates, charges, service, facilities, or in any 
other respect, make Or grant any preference or advantage to any corporation Or 

person or subject any corporation or person to any prejudice or disadvantage." 

"709. The legislature hereby finds and declares that the policies for 
telecommunications in California arc as foHows: 

, MCI also alleges violation of PU Code § 761, and MCI and AT&T allege violation of PU Code 
§ 702. ~tion 761 requires the Commission to fix standards of performance when it finds after 
hearing that practices of a public utility are unjust or inadequate. $e(tion 702 fCt]uires a public 
utility to comply with orders of the Commission and to do c\'erylhing necessary Of proper to 
secure such compliance. 
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(d) To promote lower prices, broader consumer choice, and avoidance of 
anticompelilive conduct. 

(e) To remove the barriers to open and competitive markets and promote 
fair product and priCe competition in a way that encourages greater 
efficiency, lower prices, and more consumer choice." 

Sprint contends that the delays and errOrs in Pacific BcWs resale 

order processes prejudice all competitive local carriers and subject them to a 

disadvantage compared to the level of service that Pacific Bell provides to itself and to 

irs own retail customers. MCI contends that Pacific Bell's capacity [or handling loc.l1 

exchange resale orders is so constrained as to virtually eliminate resale competition, 

andit argues that the e\'idencc shows that Pacific Bell has not managed its resale 

operation with the skill of a reasonable expert manager, citing Re Southern California 

Edison (1994) 53 CrUC2d 452. AT&T contends that Pacific Bell is treating itself in a 

preferential manner through "totaIl}' inadequate" sen'icc to local exchange competitors. 

No witness, however, claims that Pacific Ben has willfully 

degraded its sen'ice to local exchaligc compeHtors; no parly has offered evidence to 

show that Pacific Bell could have done more to solve the technological problems of 

opening its systems to competitors, and no parly has shown that PU Code §§ 453 and 

709 carry implied tinlelines that have been violated by Pacific BeJI's negligence or 

unreasonable behavior. \Vhile competitors' suspicions are rife, there sin\ply is no 

substantial evidence on this record that the deJays encountered in the Pacific Bell 

Service Center arc more than what Pacific Bell claims they arc -- startup problems 

inevitable (or this tr.lnsition from monopoly to competitive service. 

Pacific Bdl notes correctly that this Commission, in approving the 

liquidated damages provisions of the AT&T interconnection agreement on December 9, 

1996, recognized that a reasonable ramp-up period was bound to occur. The 

Commission in that proceeding adopted Pacific Bell's proposed six-month gr.1Cc period 

for imposition of penalties, ~on\menting: 

1/(1) errors and omissions arc bound to occur during the course of performance 
of any major contract, especially when it is a new Hne of business .... ; (2) it is 
reasonable to have a 6-month shakedown period in light of the fact that (AT&TJs) 
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le\'el of business initially will be low and the time required [by Pacific Bell] to put 
systems in place; and (3) it is reasonable to provide for the parties to re-open 
performance standards after some operational experience." (Decision (D.) 
96-12-034, at 14-15.) 

The evidence shows that AT&T itself took eight months (until 

December 1996) to establish its ow~ autonlated system for processing orders. MCI 

elected to use paper orders until it switched to a n\ore automated electronic process in 

February 1997. Sprint began placing its orders in December 1996 and it also used 

facsimile transnlission or overnight delivery of paper orders. No one disputes that 

Pacific Bell was genuinely surprised at the large number of paper orders it began to 

reCeive in September 1996, alter the trickle o( orders received during the summer, and 

no One suggests that Pacific Bell immediately could have increased the productivity of 

its order writers. 

The evidence shows that loss of dial tone OCcurs because Pacific Bell 

processes a disconnect order and a new connect order separately, and a temporary 

disconn('(U6n can occur when the discolUlect order is processed first. Complainants 

appear to agree that PacHic Bell has taken steps, although be)atedly, to solve this 

problem with an electronic link between the two orders. 

The loss of calling featurt:'S was attributed to errors on the order 

forms made both by conlpetitors and by Pacific Bell that will be alleviated as 

automation progresses. Dropped 411 listings also appears to be caused by human error, 

and the evidence suggests that additional (r.'lining of J>acific Bell employees has 

alleviated the problem. Clearly, all of these problems further d('monstrate the lack of 

parity between competitors and Pacific Ben in providing local exchange service. 

In their briefs, complainants state that Pacific Bell has been on 

notice since July 1995 that it would be required to reselllocal exchange service cCfective 

March 1,1996. (D.95-07-054, at 31.) In February 1996, Pacific Be1l was ordered to put 

into place an automated on-line service ordering system for use by competitive carriers. 

(D.96-02-072~ at 32.) Complainants appear to argue on brief that Pacific Bell has had 

ample shakedown time to bring its Service Center to parity, and Pacific Bell's failure to 
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do so must then represent conscious or negligent disregard of these Commission 

directives. 

The evidence presented at hearing, however, shows that Pacific Bell 

received few resale orders until September 1996, and the systems and workforce it had 

in place (ould not be tested under real world conditions until that time. The ongo~ng 

Local Exchange and OANAD proceedings ate testimony to the fact that the 

Commission and parties ate still struggling with technical questions on how to achieve 

competitive interconnection. The Commission has previously ruted that a shakedown 

period extending through June 1997 is reasonable (or AT&T connectivity. 

PU Code § 453 does not fix a spedfic date for Pacific Ben to achieve 

parity in its resale of local exchange service. Fundamental rules of statutory 

construction require that the law be given a reasonable and COnUllOn sense 

interpretation consistent with the apparent purpose. (DeYoung v. San Diego (1983) 147 

c.A.3d 11.) Discrimination forbidden by Section 453 "must be unduc, taking into 

consideration an of the surrounding facts and circumstances.,,1 Complainants do not 

claim that Pacific Bell's delay in achieVing parity is intentional, and they have failed to 

prescnt evidence showing that the delay was unreasonable in light of all the facts and 

circumstances of the transition to local exchange resale service. 

Similarly, complainants ha\'e not shown a violation of PU Cooe 

§ 709, which states the intent and policy of the legislature to encour.lge (ompetition in 

the tdCX'ommunications industry. Based on the plain language of the statute, PU Code 

§ 709 docs not, standing atone, establish timetables (or (ompJiance, nor docs it create a 

cause of action by one party against another. 1n essence, it mirrors the intent of the 

federal Telecommunications Act, which assumes that Bell companies' interest in 

entering the long distance market will motivate the Ben companies promptly to open 

their local calling markets to competition. 

, In re Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company (1940) 43 eRe 25, at 34. 
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There is no question that the Pacific Bell Service Center could have 

been better managed to have hastened the day that parity in local exchange service can 

be achieved, but the level of mismanagement shown on this record does not rise to the 

level of a violation actionable under PU Code § 1702. 

7.2.3 C6mmlssron Orders 

AT&T states that the evidence shows that Pacific BeJJ has violated 

the Local Competition Rules adopted by this Commission in D.95-07-054. Specifically, 

AT&T contends that the evidence shows that Pacific Bell's past and continuing practices 

violate Rule 1.0. of the ndes. Rule 1.0. slates! 

"It is the policy of the Commission that all teleCommunications providers shall be 
subject to appropriate regulation designEXt to safeguMd against anti-competith'e 
conduct." (0.95-07-054, Appendix A, paragraph 1.D., at 1.) 

AT&T also asserts that Pacific BeB's resale practices violate 

D.96-02-072, which AT&T cites for the proposition that I~al exchange carriers like 

Pacific Bell are required to: 

1I ... put into place an automated on-line serVice ordering and implementation 
scheduling system for use byCLCs/' (D.96-0i-072, Appendix H, Rule S.c.) 

AT&T states that Pacific Bell has violated 0.95-07-054 by 

continuing to limit the capacity of its Service Center and by failing to meet its 

commitments for order confirmation. AT&T states that Pacific Bell violated 0.96-02-072 

by continuing to rely on manual intelvention when accepting orders, and by not 

introducing funy automated on-line servke ordering and provisioning. 

Sprint and Mel make essentially the sante arguments, as do 

intelvenors Lei Intemational Telecom Corp., Brooks Fiber Communications, and leG 

Telecom Group, Inc. 

\Ve are not persuaded that complainants have staled a violation of 

Rule I.D. of the 1995 Local Competition Rules, since the rule obviously is intended to be 

a policy statement. Even assuming that the rute can be interpreted to forbid anti

competit conduct oy Pacific Bell, it is difficult to discern what anti-competitive 

conduct is alleged, other than the failure to achieve parity. As we have discussed, the 
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failure to achieve paritYI without morel is insufficient to state a cause of action under 

PU Code § 1702. 

Similarly, no violation of Jawl order or rule is stated as to the 1996 

directive requiring Pacific Dell to establish an automated ordering system unless 

compJainants can show that specific tinleJines have not becnmet or that Pacific Bell has 

deliberately or through its negligence or inaction violated the rule. Indeed, as the 

ordering paragraphs of D.96-02-0n make clear, the Commission intended the parties 

through workshops to mutually agree on the automated systems that would be 

developed and, as it later dc\;elopoo, to enter into interconne<:lion agreements setting 

performance timeJines. (See, 0.96-02-072, Ordering Paragraph 25.) 

7;2.4 TelecommunIcations Act 

The complaining parties direct us to Sections 271 and 251(c)(4)(B) of 

the TelecommunicationsAct of 1996, along with numerous FCC requirements 

prornulgated under that Act, including 47 CPR §§ 51.311, 51.313, and 51.603. These 

provisions require that an incumbent local exchange carrier like Pacific Bell must of(er 

just, reasonable and non·discriminatory access to unbundled network elements to 

competing carriers, and that, generally, such access "shall be at least equal in quality to 

that which the incumbent [local exchange carrier) provides to itself." (47 CFR 

§ 51.31 1 (b).) 

\Ve take official notice that the parties to the'$(' complaint cases are 

seeking to implement these and the Commission's requirements in workshops and 

hearings that are part of the on-going Local Competition proceeding and the Open 

Access and Network Architecture Development proceeding.' No Olle disputcs the need 

• The local Competition proceeding is R. 95-Q.t-().t3/J. 95-O-t-Q.t4; the OANAD proceeding is 
R.93-Q..t-OOJ/I.93-04-OOi. The workshops conducted regarding opcrdtions supports systems 
(0$$) Jointly in the Local Competition and OANAD d~kets during April and May 011997 
were specifically limited to addressing luture systems and standards lor OSS and excluded 
consideration of complaints regarding current problems. ~ Workshop Notice (or April 29 -
May 2,1997.) These complaint cases were referenced as the appropriate (orum. 
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for these proceedings, nor is there any question that these proceedings deal with 

complex technological questions for converting Padiic Ben monopoly services to Pacific 

Ben competitive services. The instant complaints may have been premature, as a result 

of complainants' impatience to get competiliOl\ started. In the absence of regulatory 

standards or industry·developcd teelmiral metrics (or some of these new systems, it is 

difficult to find any particular viohltion. It has been the task of the ass workshops in 

the lo<'al Competition/OANAD dockets to develop these new systen\s and standards. 

As noted below, we are opening a new investigation to monitor progress towards rO<:'al 

competition. This may be the appropriate (orUnl to bring any further concerns. 

The (act that Pacific Bell has not achieved parity in providing 

competitive services under the federal rules does not constitute a violation of those 

ruiesl or of PU Code § 17021 without a further showing that Pacific Bell either willfully 

or unteasonably is disregarding those mandates .. or that Pacific Bell was technologically 

capable of pro\'iding parity seivices anp failed to do so. None of those showings has 

been n1ade itl this proceeding. 

7.2.5 Customer Information 

Mel and AT&T allege that Pacific Bell's refusal to reveal certain 

information contained on Pacific Bell customer records is a Violation of Section 222{c) of 

the Telecommunications Act.' Pacific Bell argues that it refuscd to disclose information 

about voice mail and inside wire maintenance because these are competitive services 

proprietary (0 it. Earlier in this proceeding, Pacific Bell announced that it wil) no longer 

rc(use to disclose the fdentity of a customers long distance carrier, and we deem that 

issue moot. 

We take oHida1 notice that the proprietary nalure of voice mail and 

inside wiring is dealt with in the Local Competition proceeding. \Ve believe that the 

, Section 222(c) states In part: II A telecommunications (arrier shall disclose customer . 
proprielary network Information, upon affirmative wriUen r~uest by the custon\er, to any 
person designated by thccustomrr." 
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local Competition forum, with its more complete record, is the appropriate one (or 

dealing with this aspect of the complaints. 

8. Conclusfon 

MCI, AT&T, and Sprint have shown that Pacific Bell has failed to achieve 

parity in opening its local exchange ser\'ice to competition. However, complaining 

parties have not shown that the failure to achieve parity constitutes a violation of Jaw, 

or of an order or nile of this Commission. Accordingly, the complaints of MClt AT&T, 

and Sprint arc dismissed. 

9. Policy Implications 

This is a complaint case. As such, we are called upon to look solely at the 

record, and to hold complainants to their burden of proving that a specific law} order or 

rule of the Commission has been violated. (PU Code § 1702.) 

Normally, in a complaint case, our obligation would go no further than this. 

In view of the broader implications of this case, however, we would be remiss as a 

Commission if we did not express our disappointment in the pace of local exchange 

competition that has been demonstrated here. 

Commissioner Knight, the aSSigned commissioner, cautioned the parties at 

hearing that the Commission cannot tolerate ~ontinued delay in bringing the benefits of 

competition to California ratepayers. \Ve agree. Commissioner Knight points out that 

the six-month "ramp up" period We anticipated in the AT&T interconnection 

agreement has now passed. Pacific BeU (and other tele<:ommunications companies) 

should be held to performance commitments made to this Commission and to other 

parties. 

At Commissioner Knight's suggestion, our order today dire<:ts the 

Telecommunications Division to immediately prepare an Order Instituting 

Invcstigation (011) into how the Commission can create a regulatory mechanism thal 

will allow the COll\lnission both to monitor impro\'ements in operations support 

systcms (05S) pcr(orman~e and to provide appropriate incenHves for rapid 

improven\ents. \Vhile the instant complaint case is against Pacific Bell, the 
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Commission's mandate to open aU loca) markets to competition encompasses GTE 

California Incorporated (GTEC), as well as Pacific Bell, so the 011 should address 

GTEC's progress in implementing OSS in its territory. In this 011, the 

Telecommunications Division should concentrate on the development of ongoing 

pedonnance repOrting requirements, including performance metrics (or retail and 

competitive service offerings and rilitestoncs (or OSS improvements. \\1hen reasonable 

and te<:hnically attainabJe performance n\easures and milestone dates are established, it 

is our intention to levy fines and other sanctions (or failure to meet our adopted 

performance requirements~ 

10. Corrllrtents On Proposed DecIsIon 

The proposed decision of the administrative law judge in this matter was 

mailed to the parties in accordance with PU Code §§ 311 (d) and 311(0 and Rule 77.1 of 

the Rules of Practice and Procedure. COnlrt\ents were tiled by MC', AT&T, Sprint/ICG 

Tc!ecom Group, Cox California Telconl,lnc.,)O Pacific Bell, and The Utility Reform 

Network (TURN).'I Reply comments were filed by Me., A't&T1 Sprint, leG Telecom 

Group, Pacific Bell, the California Cable Television Association, and \Vorking Assets 

Funding Sen-icc. 

With the exception of Pacific Bell, all of the commentators criticized the 

proposed decision (or appearing to require that compJainants prove wiUful or 

interHional vioJatioI'l of a statute. Me., AT&T, and Sprint argue that the Commission's 

(ocus must be solely on the reasonableness of Pacific Bell's performance, and not on 

Pacific Bell's intent. AT&T states that lithe relevant inquiry is whether Pacillc's actual 

perfoml<lnc(' in fact vioJated the Jaw." (Comments of AT&T, p. 3.) TURN states that its 

.~ Cox California Tdoom entered an appearance as an interested parly, but did nol inter\'('ne. 
II TURN on August 13, 1997, filed a motion (or leave to intervene "lor the purpose of 
addr~sing the appropriafeness 01 adopting an intent standard in complaint cases." The moHOI! 
to intcf\'cne and file comments is unopposed. The motion is granted. 
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"particular concern is language in the [Proposed Decision) suggesting 
that complainants alleging violations of laws, rutes, or orders must 
show that the defendant intended to commit such violations .... TURN 
believes that there is no basis in Jaw for an intent requirement and that 
adding such a requirement would have a detrimental impact on the 
development of local exchange competition." (Comments of TURN, 
p. I.) 

Pacific Bell in its reply commellts argues that complainants voluntarily 

interjected accusations of intentional misconduct by Pacific Bell/1 and that these 

accusations were properly addressed in the proposed decision. 

The decision should not, by implication Or othenvise, suggest that intent is a 

nC(cssary element to show violation of the law in a $e(tion 1702 complaint case. The 

fact that TURt'J and others have read it that way has prompted us to make changes in 

the text, findings and condusions to try to clarity the point. Nevertheless, as the 

decision notes, complainants under Section 170i have the burden of proving that an act 

or thing done or omitted to be done is in violation of a law, an order or a rute of the 

Commission. Complainants raised the issue of wiJ]ful non-compliance with the law. It 

was because of these allegations that this decision addresses whether or not there was a 

willful violation. However, intent is not a necessary clement of a violation of Section 

1702. In an}' event, the evidence does not support a showing of willfulness. 

Complainants cited the particular laws, mles and orders that they aUeged had been 

violated. None of these, however, was shown to contain timelines for Pacific Bell to 

achieve parity in local exchange resale service. Absent time1ines, complainants could 

have proved a Section 1702 violation by shOWing that Pacific Bell willfully violated the 

laws, rutes and orders cited, or that Pacific Bell unreasonably or negligently had failed 

to comply with a law, rute or order, or that, regardless of cause, the requirements of a 

law, rule or order should have been accomplished before the end of 1996 or early 1997 

and were not. The decision finds that complainants failed to present substantial 
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eviden('ctJ to show a violation of the particular laws, rules and ordcrs cited by thc 

complainants. \Ve find no error in this analysis. 

Complainants raise other ailcgations of error going gcnerally to the weight 

accorded. the evidence ptoduced.1l1cse objC(tlons have been dealt with adequately in 

the decision. 
-

PacifiC Bell in its comments argues that it is unnecessary lor the Commission 

to order a separate proceeding to monitor the provisioning of acccss to local exchange 

carrier operations support systems, since that subject is (overed already in the L«al 

Competition and OANAD proceedings. \Ve disagree. As Sprint and other parties 

(omment, the purpose of the new proceeding is to monitor current progress in 

providing access to operations support systems, a subject not specifically covered In 

other pending proceedings: 

Findings 6f Fact 

1. Complaints against Pacific Bell brought pursuant to PU Code § 1702 Were filed . 

On December 11, 1996, by Mel; on December~3, 1996, by AT&T, and on February 20, 

1997, by Sprint. 

2. Pacific Bell in its answers to the complaints denied any violation of Jaw, rul~ or 

Commission order. 

3. Pacific Ben mO\'ed to dismiss the cornplaints on grounds that the exclusive 

remedy lor the disputes raised is arbitration under interconnection agreements between 

Patific BeJl and each of the complainants. 

4. The complaints were consolidated pursuant to Rule 55, and hearings were 

conducted on May 12-15, 1997. 

u Pc1cific Bell notes that Mel in its complaint al1egcd that the facts 01 the case "demonstrate that 
the Commission's goal of a competitive local exchange market is susceptible to sabotage by the 
anti(on\pelili\'e prc1cliccs of incumbent LEes." (MCI COjnpJaint, at 20.) 

U ICG Telcoon\ Group criticizes the dedsion's requirement of "substantial evidence." 
Substantial evidence sinlpJy means "mote than a mere scintilla. It means such relevant 
evidence as a reasonable mind might aoccpt as adequate to support a conclusion." 
(Richardson v. Perales (1971) 402 U.S. 389,401.) 
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5. Petitions to int('rvene in this proceeding have been granted to Brooks Fib€:'r 

Communications, Inc.; Gen('Sis Communications Int('rnational, Inc.; \Vorking Assets 

J~unding Service, Inc.; the California Association of Competitive Telecommunications 

Companies; and LCI International Telecom Corporation. 

6. As the result of a workshop, MCI withdrew its complaint that Pacific Bell refuS('s 

to disclose certain business custonwr information. 

7. AT&T and MCI reported that all parties agree that the issue of a perman('nt 

industry solution and schedule (or implementing direct access to PacifiC Bell operations 

and support systems is being (onsidered in the OANAO proceeding and is not an issue 

in this proceeding. 

8. Mel on ~1ay 15, 1997, withdrew five of the claims in its compJaints, stating that 

they Were 110 longer at issue because of the passage of time and changed facts and 

circumstances. 

9. From the time that Mel first began to submit local service resale orders to Pacific 

Bell in September 1996, Pacific Bell's backlog in processing those orders was between 

4,000 and 5,000 through April 1997. 

10. MCI presented evid('nce to show that between January and mid-April 1997, the 

average time (or Pacific Bell to process an MCI resale ord('r was 14 to 19 days. 

11. MCI ceased direct marketing of its local service resafe products early in 1997 

because of the dcJa}'s encountered at the Pacific Ben Service Ccnter. 

12. The backlog of AT&Tordcrs at the Pacific Bell Service Center rose to a high of 

4,508 on February 21, 1997. 

13. AT&T cut back its marketing of resale local exchange service on March 26, 1997, 

because of the inability of Pacific 8('11 to process orders in a timely fashion. 

14. AT&T proccssed its orders to Pacific Bell through an automated network data 

mover, while Mel and Sprint initially submiU('d paper orders by overnight delivery or 

by facsimile transmission. 

15. Sprint presented evidence intended to show that Sprint is precluded from 

entering the local exchange market through res.11e of Pacific Bell S('rvices for the 

foreseeable future. 
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. 16. Pacific Bell presented evidence to show that AT&T took eight months to solve its 

own automation problems and was delayed in entering the local exchange resale 

market until December 1996. 

17. The Pacific Bell ScrviceCenter received relatively few resale orders during the 

summer of 1996. 

18. In Septemb('r 1996, Mel submittro more than 1,000 papers orders to the Pacific 

Bell Service Center. 

19. Pacific Bell systems to automate some of the resal(' orders W('fe not put into 

operation as early as the Service Center had expected. 

20. Pacific Bell underestimated the amount of time it ' .... ould take its older writers to 

process orders. 

2:1. The Service Center could process only about 400 orders a day at the beginning of 

January 1997. 

22. Service Center capacity had increased to about 1,400 orders per day by ~fay 

1997. 

23. Pacific Bell states that the Service Center should be able to process 2,000-2,500 

ordNs per day by the end of June 1997j 4,()()()-4,soo orders per day by the end of 

September 1997; and 6,000 orders per day by the end of the year. 

24. If competitors are permitted direct access to Pacific Bell's $ORD ordering 

provisioning system, Service Center capacity for processing orders could double, but 

such use requires training of 4 to 14 weeks lor competitors' employees. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. As the moving party, Pacific Bell has the burd('n of proof in its motions to 

dismiss the complaints in tight of the interconnection agreements bch\'ccn Pacific Be1l 

and complainants. 

2. 11le Commission has treated motions to dismiss as analogous to motions (or 

summary judgment. 
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3. The gravamen of the complaints is that Pacific Bell Violated state and federal law 

and orders of the Comnlission by willfully, negligently orunreasOllably failing to 

provide prompt and effident resale of local exchange scrvke. 

4. In deciding a motion to dismiss before hearing. all doubts should be resolved 

against the moving parlY. --

5. Pacific Bell's motions to disilliss the complaints of Mel, AT&T, and Sprint should 

be denied. 

6. Pacific Dell admits that it has not achieved parity in prOViding local exchange 

resale service to competitors .. 

7. The fad that Pacific Bell is not at parity in local exchange resale service is not 

dispositive of these complaints. 

8. Under PU COde § 170i} in order to prevail} complah\ants must show that an act 

or thing done Or omitted to be done by Pacific Bell is in violation of the law or of an 

order or rule of the Commission. 

9. Complainants' witnesses do not claim that Pacific Bell's delay in achieving parity 

is intentional. 

to. Complainants have not shown that Pacific Bell's delays and errors were 

unreasonable in light of all the facts and circumstances of the transition to local 

exchange resale service. 

11. The Commission on December 9,1996, in the Pacific Bell-AT&T interconnec:lion 

agreement, adopted Pacific Dell's propoS(!d six·month grace period for imposition of 

penalties, commenting that such a "shakedown period" was reasonable. 

12. Complainants have failed to show a violation of the no-preference requirement 

of PU Code § 453 or of the fair tompetition statement contained in PU Code § 709. 

13. Complainants have failed to show a violatiOl\ of Rule 1.0. of the 1995 Local 

Competition Rules, since the rule was intended to be a statement of policy rather than a 

measure of performance. 

14. Complainants have failed to show a violation of the 1996 Comn\ission directive 

requiring Pacific Bell to establish an automated ordering system. 
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15. Federal requirements that Pacific Bell establish non-discriminatory access to 

unbundled network clements are being considered in the Commission's Local 

Competition proceeding and OANAD prO<'ccding. 

16. Complainants have failed to show a violation by Padfic Bell of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 or of implementing FCC r'equirenlents. 

17. The Local Competition. proceeding is then\ore appropriate forum for 

considering allegations that Pacific BeU has refused to share certain customer 

information. 

18. The cOIllplaints of MCI, AT&T, and Sprint should be dismissed. 

19. These cases should be dosed. 

20. Because these complaints have bccn pending for several months, our order 

should be n\ade effective immediately. 

21. Because Pacific Bell admits that it has not achieved parity in proViding local 

cxchallge resale Service to competitors, the Telecommunications Division should be 

directed to prepare an immediate Order Instihtling IrWestigation to monitor and 

encourage development of access to operations support systems. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDEltED that: 

1. Pacific Bell's motions to dismiss the complaints of MCI Telecornmunications 

Corporation (MCI), AT&T Communications of California, Inc. (AT&T), and New Telco, 

L.P., doing business as Sprint Telecommunications Venture and Sprint 

Communications Company L.P. (co)lcctively, Sprint) arc denied. 

2. The complaints of l\'fCI, AT&T, and Sprint against Pacific Bell arc dismissed. 

3. The Telecommunications Division is directed immediately to prepare an Order 

Instituting Investigation through which the Commission may monitor current progress 

in proViding access to operations support systems. 
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4. Case (C.) 96-12-026, C.96-12-044, and C.97-02-021 are dosed. 

This order is efCective today. 

Ddted September 24,1997, at San FrdnciS('o,Califomia. 

JESSIEJ. KNIGHT/JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE . 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BILAs 

Commissioners 

President P. Gregory Conlon, 
being necessarily absent, did 
not participate. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
• 

List of Appearances 

Complainants: William A. Ettinger and Julian Chang, Attorneys at 
Law, for AT&T Communications of California, Inc.; LeBoeuf, Lamb, 
Greene & MacRae, LLP, Thomas E. McDonald, Attorney at Law, and 
William C. Harrelson, for MCI Teleco~~unications Corporation; 
and Renee Van Dieen, Attorney at Law, and Richard Purkey, for 
Sprint Communications Company, L.P., and New Telco L.P. 

Defendant: Ed Kolto-Wininger, Attorney at Law, for Pacific Bell. 

Intervenor: GOOdin, MacBride, squeri, Schlotz & Ritchie, John 
clar~, Attorney of Law, for Genesis Co~~unications 
International, Inc.; Jody I~ndon, for Working Assets Funding 
Service; Goodin, MacBride, Squeri, Schlotz &: Ritchie,. Thomas J. 
MacBride. Jr. and Jeffrey D. Gray, Attorneys at law, for 
California Association of Competitive Telecommunications 
Companies; Morrison &: Foerster, Mary Wand and Glenn Harris, 
Attorneys at {,aw, for Brooks Fiber communications; and 
Morgenstein & Jubelirer, Rocky Unruh, Attorney at Law, Judith 
Holiber, and Eliot s. Jubelirer, for LCI International Telecom 
Corporation. 

Interested Parties: Graham &: James, Doug Orvis and Marty Mattes, 
Attorneys at Law, for California Payphone Association; Bruce N. 
Holdridge and Law Offices of Earl Nicolas Selby, Earl Nicholas 
Selby, Attorney at Law, for lOG Communications, Inc.; and Kurt 
Rasmussen, for GTE California Incorporated. 

State Service: Monica McCrary, Attorney at Law, and Linda Woods, 
for the Consumer Services DiviSion; and Phillip Enis and Karen 
Jones, for the Telecommunications Division. 

(END OF ATrACHMENT A) 


